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Samsung CLP-R350A printer drum Original 1 pc(s)

Brand : Samsung Product code: CLP-R350A

Product name : CLP-R350A

B&W 20000 pages, Colour 12500 pages, 1 pcs

Samsung CLP-R350A printer drum Original 1 pc(s):

SAMSUNG imaging consumable lasts longer, yield enough for general business and it features highly
durable and sensitive quality.

eliable performance
- SAMSUNG imaging unit is designed to be compatible with original SAMSUNG laser supplies for a reliable
performance. Optimal printing quality is the result of SAMSUNG design and original supplies.

easy installation
- SAMSUNG imaging unit is designed with the customer's convenience in mind. Each imaging unit is easy
to install and convenient to replace.
Samsung CLP-R350A. Type: Original, Brand compatibility: Samsung, Compatibility: CLP-500/500N,
CLP-550/550N. Package width: 375 mm, Package depth: 275 mm, Package height: 117 mm. Page yield
(black): 20000 pages, Page yield (colour): 12500 pages

Features

Print technology Laser printing
Compatibility * CLP-500/500N, CLP-550/550N
Type * Original
Brand compatibility * Samsung
Quantity per pack * 1 pc(s)
Multipack *
Product colour Black, Green

Weight & dimensions

Package width 375 mm
Package depth 275 mm
Package height 117 mm
Package weight 2.1 kg

Other features

Page yield (black) 20000 pages
Page yield (colour) 12500 pages
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